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Book
*Jane Austen* by Lord David Cecil [Oxford University Press reprinted 1936]

Articles/extracts
‘Sense and Sensibility and other novels’ – The World’s Great Books No 2 pp. 157 – 190
‘Jane Austen’s Parks and Gardens’ Laura Ragg – *Country Life* 10 June 1939

Book Jackets
*Northanger Abbey* [with introduction by Daphne du Maurier] pub Williams & Norgate
July 1949
*Mansfield Park* pub Goldfinch Titles November 1949
*Emma* pub Goldfinch Titles November 1949

*For* further Book Jackets for Jane Austen books *see* the John Johnson Collection online catalogue

Miscellaneous
*The Jane Austen Years – Bath Chronicle* special publication [undated - 2001/2002?]
A4 size poster advertising *Some Illustrations of Jane Austen*, Bodleian exhibition, July 1986